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	Spatial Microeconometrics (Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance), 9781138833753 (1138833754), Routledge, 2021

	
		Spatial Microeconometrics introduces the reader to the basic concepts of spatial statistics, spatial econometrics and the spatial behavior of economic agents at the microeconomic level. Incorporating useful examples and presenting real data and datasets on real firms, the book takes the reader through the key topics in a systematic way.

	
		The book outlines the specificities of data that represent a set of interacting individuals with respect to traditional econometrics that treat their locational choices as exogenous and their economic behavior as independent. In particular, the authors address the consequences of neglecting such important sources of information on statistical inference and how to improve the model predictive performances. The book presents the theory, clarifies the concepts and instructs the readers on how to perform their own analyses, describing in detail the codes which are necessary when using the statistical language R.

	
		The book is written by leading figures in the field and is completely up to date with the very latest research. It will be invaluable for graduate students and researchers in economic geography, regional science, spatial econometrics, spatial statistics and urban economics.
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Mastering Algorithms with PerlO'Reilly, 1999
Many programmers would love to use Perl for projects that involve heavy lifting, but miss the many traditional algorithms that textbooks teach for other languages. Computer scientists have identified many techniques that a wide range of programs need, such as: 

	Fuzzy pattern matching for text (identify misspellings!) ...



		

Flinovia - Flow Induced Noise and Vibration Issues and Aspects: A Focus on Measurement, Modeling, Simulation and Reproduction of the Flow Excitation and Flow Induced ResponseSpringer, 2014

	Flow induced vibration and noise (FIVN) remains a critical research topic. Even after over 50 years of intensive research, accurate and cost-effective FIVN simulation and measurement techniques remain elusive. This book gathers the latest research from some of the most prominent experts in the field.


	It describes methods for...


		

More Effective C++: 35 New Ways to Improve Your Programs and DesignsAddison Wesley, 1996

	
		More than 150,000 copies in print!

	
		 

	
		Praise for Scott Meyers’ first book, Effective C++:




	“I heartily recommend Effective C++ to anyone who aspires to mastery of C++ at the...





	

Chemical Composition of Everyday ProductsGreenwood Press, 2005
Chemicals, both helpful and harmful, affect our everyday lives. From cosmetics to medications to cleansers to lighting, automotive, and office products, each is composed of a complex blending of elements to perform a specific task. This book analyzes over 100 groups of products, identifying the specific chemical composition of a product, the...

		

Testing Extreme ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2002
Testing Extreme Programming is a  practical tutorial that gives software builders a lucid understanding of this  important aspect of development. This book demonstrates how testing is central  to the XP project, clearly spelling out what testing should be done and when and  how it should be...


		

Cellular AutomataAcademic Press, 1968

	There is a growing interest in large computing systems which operate

	in a highly parallel manner, in computing machines which can construct

	copies or variants of themselves, and in models for biological reproduc

	tion. Cellular automata provide a common basis for investigations in

	all these areas. The major pioneering work in...
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